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“Development is the foundation of security, and security the precondition for
development.”
--Xi Jinping (May 21, 2014, Shanghai)1
According to the emerging conventional wisdom, Chinese President Xi Jinping is
leading China into a new, more ambitious era of foreign economic policy. From the
creation of the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB) to the rollout of the One
Belt One Road (OBOR) or New Silk Road initiative, new Chinese-led financial and
development institutions and initiatives have spurred speculation about the dawn of
a new age of Chinese regional and global economic influence. But China’s purported
international economic grand strategy is not new, nor has it been uniformly
successful. Instead, it is grounded in—and indeed is an attempt to extend—China’s
long-standing peaceful development framework, especially as it has been applied to
developing countries. As China expands the scale of resources and geographic reach
of this approach, complications and difficulties already apparent in its developmentfocused foreign economic policies are likely to create unexpected challenges for
China and the world.
Those highlighting the ambitious nature of China’s new international economic
initiatives follow a well-worn path of scholars and policymakers who have been
debating China’s “new assertiveness” on traditional security issues, especially in
China’s own neighborhood. Whether seen as assertive and disruptive or bold and
benevolent, claims about China’s new foreign policy approaches often align in
portraying Xi Jinping himself as leading a definitive break from the low-key, even
quiescent, foreign policy framework established by Deng Xiaoping in the 1980s and
as personally shepherding in a new, more active and self-confident role for China in
global affairs.2
In fact, on the traditional security front, Western scholars and policymakers aiming
to understand the background and direction of China’s maritime disputes with
neighbors like Japan, the Philippines, and Vietnam have increasingly debated both
how “new” and how “assertive” China’s new assertiveness truly is.3 Yet on the
international economic policy front there has been little similar debate about how
new or how transformative China’s recent foreign economic policies and initiatives
really are. Instead, increasing references to a Chinese “geo-economic”4 strategy or
strategies tend to equate recent (or at least recently repackaged) initiatives like
OBOR and the AIIB with Xi Jinping’s more general foreign policy reforms without
placing such initiatives into a broader historical or policy context. Even some
emerging work that seeks to locate China’s new international economic initiatives
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within a more well-established international political economy (IPE) literature on
“economic statecraft” often fail to answer how new and how effective such
purported statecraft actually is.5 Therefore such sui generis views of a qualitatively
new era of Chinese international economic engagement, designed to catapult China
into a position of regional and global economic and political influence, overlook
continuities as well as vulnerabilities in both the logic and practice of long-standing
Chinese foreign economic policies.
In fact, as the initial quote from Xi Jinping attests, China’s leaders are doubling down
on a core and long-standing element of Chinese domestic and international policy:
economic development as the foundation for stability, security, and peace. Such a
framework predates the Xi Jinping leadership and is enshrined in China’s “peaceful
development” (PD) foreign policy strategy.6 The PD framework has long ascribed
almost magical powers to economic development at both the domestic and foreign
policy levels. For a country often portrayed as the poster child of a form of “state
capitalism” fundamentally at odds with Western liberal economic and political
institutions and norms, China’s PD framework is actually built on the reassuring,
almost classically economic liberal logic that China’s own continuing economic
development both necessitates, and contributes to, “win-win” international
economic and political interdependence.
Far from rejecting such a logic of mutually beneficial development, Xi Jinping has
extended and deepened this framework by promoting development as the sine qua
non for China, its neighbors, other developing countries, and the international
system in general. Indeed, China’s own development experience (infrastructure
promotion, for example) and its own identity as a developing country provide a
crucial backdrop to foreign economic initiatives that increasingly emphasize the role
of China-led development and China’s ties to developing countries and regions both
near and far.7 Yet over the last decade plus, China’s relations with such developing
country regions, in particular Africa and Latin America, offer important lessons
about the possibilities and pitfalls of China’s “developmentalist” foreign policy as it
increasingly is extended through Asian regional initiatives like OBOR and the AIIB.
Indeed, existing blind spots, deficiencies, and challenges tied to China’s PD
conceptual and policy framework are only likely to be accentuated as China pursues
both existing and new regional and international development initiatives. Ultimately,
a paradoxical combination of China’s own extremely challenging domestic economic
reform path, along with a stepped-up, self-confident portrayal of China as an engine
of development in its own region and much further abroad, both contribute to a
dynamic but perilous intensification of China’s PD approach that the current
conventional wisdom about China’s purportedly new and effective economic
strategy almost completely overlooks.
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A Growing Interest in Chinese Economic Statecraft
Momentum is building behind the perception that China has a new, ambitious, and
geopolitically astute international economic strategy, which has already begun to
effectively challenge existing international financial and development institutions
and norms, not to mention U.S. economic hegemony in Asia and beyond. Yet
elements of this idea are not entirely new. Its roots go back at least a decade to
discussions about China’s domestic economic development model and to the
country’s evolving international economic policies and relations. Since around 2004,
the idea that a capable, non-democratic Chinese state has strategically fostered the
country’s post-Mao rapid economic growth has led to the popularity of concepts like
the “Beijing Consensus” and the “China Model” of development.8 In the wake of the
financial crisis, such concepts gained momentum as China became the global poster
child for a “state capitalist,” mercantalist model of development in which industrial
policy, the role of state-owned enterprises (SOEs), and competitive (or
“manipulated”) exchange rates all featured prominently.9
While some worried that Chinese “authoritarian capitalism” was setting a
potentially harmful example of the benefits of illiberalism to other developing
countries and authoritarian regimes,10 most discussions of a China Model had until
recently remained primarily focused on its effects (for better or for worse) on
China’s own domestic economic and political system. The one major exception has
been a rising interest in the impact of China’s “going out” strategy, in place since
around 2000. China’s rapidly growing outbound foreign direct investment (OFDI),
especially by SOEs, as well as the rising volume of bilateral, state-backed overseas
financing deals and foreign aid, have led to growing interest in the political and
economic motivations and impacts of the outbound activities of Chinese SOEs and
state “policy banks” (including the China Development Bank or CDB and the ExportImport Bank).11
Yet until recently very few academics or policymakers inside or outside of China
explicitly equated China’s growing global economic footprint with new, strategic,
power-enhancing effects of this footprint. Ongoing discussions among international
relations academics inside and outside of China about the gap between growing
“capabilities” and “influence” has focused more on the aspects of security and soft
power and less on economics. 12 Even the very few studies that explicitly explore
China’s “economic statecraft” almost all come to deeply ambivalent conclusions
about the nature and impact of associated policies.13 So while there is a wellestablished interest in China’s statist economic development model and the
government’s role in growing outbound investment and financial ties, there has
been only limited discussion of the strategic Chinese deployment of trade,
investment, and financial instruments that purportedly underpin China’s growing
international economic and political influence.
The rising sense that China has formulated and deployed new international
economic strategies to enhance the country’s economic and political clout has two
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clear sources. First, Xi Jinping’s own policy initiatives, including most prominently
the creation of the AIIB and the rollout of OBOR, have attracted significant attention.
The AIIB, a new multilateral economic development institution, has drawn attention
because it is seen by some, including apparently the U.S. government, as an effective
alternative or competitor to the existing Bretton Woods international finance and
development architecture that has been in place since World War II.14 OBOR, in turn,
has been portrayed by Chinese officials and scholars as a bold, new strategic
initiative to promote development and infrastructure as well as deeper political ties
with neighboring regions in Central, Southeast, and South Asia as well as further
afield in Europe and Africa. China’s growing economic collaboration with Russia,
especially for energy investment and trade, has also contributed to the impression
that China is pursuing strategic economic initiatives in its near abroad. The
combination of official Chinese government publicity, scholarly support, and actual
institutional inauguration of these projects has given impetus to impressions of a
massive, coordinated, and game-changing strategic Chinese push into global
development and infrastructure financing and building.
This increased attention to what are portrayed by some as strategic Chinese foreign
economic initiatives has recently been taken to a new level by a number of
historically revisionist, hawkish research reports from prominent U.S. think-tank
and security analysts.15 The first line of argument in these reports is that the United
States and the West, through their decades-long economic engagement with China
and consistent misunderstanding of the nature of China’s long-term mercantilist
economic strategies, have naively facilitated China’s increasing economic strength
and assertiveness.16 For example, in his recent book Michael Pillsbury argues that
the West, and in particular the United States “is largely responsible” for China’s
“economic miracle”,17 all the while buying China’s “false narrative” about its benign,
market-oriented economic reforms. Others, such as Robert Blackwill and Ashley
Tellis agree with many of these claims and further argue that China has been
systematically but stealthily building leverage over its neighbors, including U.S.
allies in Asia, through its trade and investment practices and thus contributing to
“the pacification of its extended geographic periphery.”18 Such views of the new,
effective use of Chinese strategic economic instruments in its neighborhood have
been bolstered by some Chinese arguments about how China, under Xi’s new
policies of “striving for achievement,” should continue to buy or build regional
influence through a range of potentially asymmetrical economic relationships.19
A combination of factors, then, is behind the growing impression that the Chinese
government is strategically leveraging more, and more effective, economic
instruments to enhance China’s power and influence both in its own neighborhood
and further afield. Adding to the already-existing impression by many outside of
China that the country has employed a state-led, mercantalist development model to
achieve rapid economic growth at home, the Xi Jinping administration’s high-profile
international economic initiatives have added fuel to the fire for those who see
China capitalizing on its new economic might and imputed traditional strategic
prowess.20
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This is true of China’s domestic advocates and its foreign critics. Some who lament
these developments see this as a prelude to a new era of illiberal Chinese influence
over the global economy, its neighbors, and the developing world. Others, including
some Chinese policymakers and academics, view such developments as the dawning
of a bold new era of strategic Chinese economic engagement with its neighbors and
beyond. In both cases, the policies’ effects are expected to be transformative well
beyond China’s borders.
It’s (Still) All About Peaceful Development
Yet the claim that China’s international economic strategy and policies under Xi are
novel and that they will categorically change the global economic landscape
deserves greater scrutiny. A reappraisal of the continuing evolution and importance
of the concept and promotion of “development,” for both Chinese domestic and
international identities and policies, is necessary for understanding China’s
international economic initiatives under Xi Jinping’s leadership. Such an analysis
demonstrates that Xi Jinping continues to use, and is seeking to expand, the peaceful
development framework, in particular its emphasis on the salubrious interaction
between economic development and political stability, which has guided China’s
relationships with developing countries in Latin America and Africa for the past
decade or longer.
Indeed, for all the attention focused on China’s purportedly new, proactive, powerenhancing international economic initiatives under Xi Jinping, curiously little has
been said about the continuing importance of peaceful development as a central
component of China’s grand strategy.21 The official PD framework, in place well
before Xi came into office, continues to be a crucial conceptual and operational
guide to the core political-economic worldview that underpins much of China’s
increasingly developmentalist approach to managing relations with the outside
world.
Much has been written about China’s PD foreign policy doctrine, as well as its
“peaceful rise” precursor, but it is the specific PD political-economic logic connecting
China’s development at the domestic and international levels that deserves
reconsideration. In its 2011 white paper on peaceful development, China’s State
Council definitively laid out the PD “strategic” logic, at the center of which was the
reaffirmation of development as post-Mao China’s primary economic objective. At
its core, the PD conceptual framework is based on a purported virtuous circle:
China’s own continued economic development depends on a peaceful and stable
domestic and international environment and in turn China’s continued development
will contribute to international peace and prosperity. Throughout the white paper,
and repeated continuously by Chinese officials before and since, is the language of
“win-win,” “mutually beneficial,” “common development.”
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Thus the PD concept is clearly meant to signal that China sees its own development
and “rise” not as a zero-sum game in which China’s gains are any other country’s
losses, but instead as reliant on interdependent, positive-sum economic and political
relations with other countries around the world. Just as important, however,
embedded in the PD logic is the almost classically economic liberal idea that by
pursuing its own economic interests (such as “development,”) China will not only
serve its own self-interest but contribute to the development of its international
economic partners, who are also pursuing their own economic interests through
their commercial engagement with China. The end result is a supposedly natural,
mutually reinforcing cycle of comparative advantage-based economic development
that underpins peace and stability for China, its neighbors, and the world.22
Such a scenario certainly strikes many of China’s neighbors, not to mention the
United States, as idealistic at best or rhetorical cover for China’s “secret strategy to
replace America as the global superpower” at worst.23 Indeed, even if China’s PD
foreign policy framework was primarily designed as a reassurance strategy toward
the United States,24 its emphasis on economic development (not to mention implied
or direct criticisms of U.S. “hegemony”) was always likely to find a more receptive
audience in developing countries.
For China and some of its still relatively new economic and diplomatic partners in
developing country regions, in particular Africa and Latin America, the logic of
China’s PD policies has a special resonance. Since the early 2000s, China’s trade,
investment, and diplomatic relations with these two regions have boomed and in
2006 and 2008, respectively, China issued policy white papers about China’s
relations with each region. These policy papers repeat and extend the overall PD
logic, emphasizing a natural, win-win economic “complementarity.” At its core, the
emphasis on complementarity was another way of stressing the gains to be derived
from natural comparative advantage. Published in the midst of the China-led
commodity boom of the 2000s, the white papers’ focus on mutually beneficial
complementarity seemed especially well-suited for these regions since parts of
South America and Africa are major producers of the raw materials China
increasingly needed to feed its deepening industrialization and urbanization. At the
same time, many “emerging markets” in Africa and Latin America provided outlets
for China’s manufacturing exports and surplus capital. China emphasized that
comparative advantage, commodity-for-manufactures-based relations should be
viewed as part of a broader “South-South” interaction among developing countries.
By the end of the first decade of the 2000s, peaceful development had become one of
China’s most important foreign economic policy frameworks, for some the key
statement of China’s “grand strategy.”25 With a focus on “win-win,” “mutually
beneficial” commercial and diplomatic relations, the PD doctrine, along with China’s
two official policy papers on relations with the developing country regions of Africa
and Latin America, represent key ideas and approaches to China’s foreign economic
and political relations that are very much at odds with the emerging conventional
wisdom about China’s mercantalist international economic strategy.
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This peaceful development framework has remained highly relevant under Xi
Jinping, despite the conventional wisdom about his novel departure from past policy.
Arguments about a fundamentally new Chinese foreign economic policy approach
under Xi Jinping often claim that China has jettisoned the PD framework for a more
activist or assertive foreign policy approach. Other foreign observers dismiss the PD
framework as mere rhetoric.26 Yet it would be wrong to argue that Xi has abandoned
or fundamentally altered the core PD conceptual and policy framework. The more
accurate understanding is that China’s recent international economic initiatives
build on the PD logical framework and in fact extend and deepen it. In effect, Xi has
doubled down on the peaceful development political-economic logic in many of
China’s recent or repackaged international economic initiatives. Importantly, all of
these initiatives and institutions target development challenges, and opportunities,
in developing countries and regions.
Xi has made the extension of peaceful development principles and policies a key
element of his foreign policy agenda. Even in promoting his signature “Chinese
Dream” concept, Xi has drawn on the framework’s core logic and language. In 2014
he said, “We should seek other countries’ understanding of and support for the
Chinese dream, which is about peace, development, cooperation and win-win
outcomes. What we pursue is the wellbeing of both the Chinese people and the
people of all other countries.”27 And even though China’s relations with its Southeast
Asian neighbors have been a focal point of claims about China’s new assertiveness,
Xi has re-emphasized the importance of creating a “community of common destiny”
in China’s own neighborhood. The logic behind such a “community” continues to
rest heavily on the purported mutually-beneficial economic results of increased
interdependence. Here, and this is possibly the true Xi-led innovation, there is clear
overlap between the economic and security elements of China’s developmentalist
foreign policy orientation.
China’s promotion of institutions and initiatives like the AIIB and OBOR are clear
extensions of the existing PD logic. Through these initiatives, China seeks to
promote economic development, especially via infrastructure financing and
construction, in the hopes of advancing China’s and its neighbors’ development
prospects, and by extension regional peace, stability, and security. Therefore, even if
Xi Jinping has in fact sought to portray China’s promotion of high-profile projects
like OBOR and the AIIB as part of a new, more proactive era of international
economic diplomacy, he has continued to tout the merits of such initiatives within
the PD language and logic. As Xi himself said in 2014, “We have worked hard to
creatively pursue China’s diplomacy in both theory and practice . . . and enrich the
strategic thinking of peaceful development.”28
China appears poised to apply this developmentalist PD logic on a grander
geographic scale, a policy track that contains myriad risks. It is China’s continuing
emphasis on the pursuit of economic development, especially through further
engagement with other developing countries, including those in its own
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neighborhood, that is a focal point of these newly energized international economic
initiatives. In fact, in promoting the AIIB and OBOR, China will increasingly rely on
lessons learned from its engagement with more distant developing country regions
like Latin America and Africa. Yet a closer look at such lessons reveals a range of
challenges and difficulties that should give China and others pause about the
country’s reenergized approach to international economic engagement. Even before
Xi came to office, and especially in ties to developing countries, cracks were
beginning to show in the peaceful development logic. Much analysis of China’s
supposedly new economic statecraft is almost completely blind to these cracks,
which are likely to widen and deepen with the evolution of these initiatives.
What’s So Funny ‘Bout Peace, Love, and Understanding?29
These cracks demonstrate that the emerging narrative about China’s new “bold
economic statecraft,”30 based on statist tools and revisionist goals, sits
uncomfortably beside the idealistic PD story China tells itself and the world about
how its own continued economic development both necessitates and underpins
regional and international economic growth and peace. Interestingly, and using
quite opposite logics, the predominantly Western, mercantilist, “geo-economics”
perspective and the Chinese PD perspective that equates development with peace
and stability both agree that China’s economic and political influence in developing
country regions has grown dramatically and will likely grow yet further.
Yet despite such convergence, both perspectives are ill-fitted to understanding the
nature of the challenges and changes facing China’s relations with these regions. In
fact, it is not the prowess of China’s economic statecraft in engaging developing
countries both near and far that should elicit anxiety or excitement, but instead the
very real difficulties and contradictions that have already emerged as such
engagement has deepened and evolved.
Despite China’s rhetoric of win-win, complementary, South-South relations with
developing countries, this PD harmony-of-interests logic also faces a number of
contradictions. These contradictions have come in three different forms. First, even
during the height of the decade-long commodity boom of the early 2000s when the
logic of South-South complementarity should have been working the smoothest,31
China had begun to hear concerns and anxieties from some of its new Latin
American and African commercial and diplomatic partners about the sustainability
and relative gains in these ties. For example, upon coming to office in 2011,
Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff declared that she wanted to move “beyond
complementarity” in Brazil’s commodity-based trade relationship with China, thus
implicitly questioning the nature and viability of their “win-win” relationship.32
Similarly, in 2013, the head of Nigeria’s central bank declared in the Financial Times
that “It is time for Africans to wake up to the realities of their romance with China . . .
we must see China for what it is: a competitor . . . Africa must recognize that China—
like the US, Russia, Brazil and the rest—is in Africa not for African interests but its
own.”33
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Such comments from Latin American and African leaders have been less a direct
criticism of China or its policies than reflections of long-standing anxieties about
unsustainable dependence on commodity-based exports and an overall lack of
competitiveness with China in manufacturing production and exports.34 In fact, the
irony that the rapid growth of “South-South” China-Latin America and China-Africa
relations was built on a kind of “natural” logic of comparative advantage that looked
a great deal, at least structurally, like the North-South relations of previous eras,
seemed all too easy to downplay or completely ignore during the go-go years of the
China-led commodity boom.35 Yet with the end of the commodity boom, itself linked
to the slowdown in the Chinese economy, anxieties about commodity dependence
and lack of manufacturing competitiveness are already growing in a number of
countries that previously benefitted from the China-led commodity boom.36
China has also faced a second set of challenges in its relations with a number of
other commodity-rich (in particular energy-rich) developing countries. Beginning
with Libya in 2011, China has encountered a series of surprising and discomforting
shocks in its relations with some of its relatively new energy trade and investment
partners in Africa, Latin America, and Southeast Asia. In the wake of the demise of
the Gaddafi regime in 2011, China was confronted with the loss of tens of billions of
dollars in oil investments and had to rescue more than 35,000 Chinese citizens
working and living in the country.37 In Latin America, China’s oil, financing, and
diplomatic ties to Venezuela, all of which flourished during Hugo Chavez’s
presidency, are all threatened by Venezuela’s deepening economic, social, and
political crisis.38 Even before the rapid drop in oil prices that began in the second
half of 2014, China’s state-to-state loans had become a key lifeline for the
Venezuelan government, yet today China has the extremely difficult choice between
continuing to finance a profligate and dysfunctional government and abandoning
the closest thing China has to a strategic “ally” in the Americas. From Argentina to
Angola, policymakers and scholars are increasingly questioning whether the size
and nature of loans and investments from China are sustainable or desirable.39
A third type of challenge for China is closer to home where some Southeast Asian
countries that previously had intimate economic and political ties to China have
reconsidered their relationship with their larger neighbor. For example, China’s
relations with Myanmar, or Burma, which it used to trumpet as a centerpiece of
regional win-win ties, have been upended by Myanmar’s domestic political opening
and its new economic and diplomatic engagement with the United States and its
Asian allies, such as Japan. More recently, China’s previously tight investment and
diplomatic ties to Sri Lanka have been subject to a reassessment by a new Sri
Lankan government concerned that China may have accrued too much influence.
Such abrupt changes to seemingly stable, interdependent relations with countries in
its neighborhood are likely more disconcerting to China, in part because they are
unexpected, than its obviously tense maritime relations in the South and East China
Sea.
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For China, what all of these challenges have in common is that either as a result of
an unexpected (for China) change in their political or economic system, or both, this
diverse set of countries’ trade, investment, and diplomatic relations with China have
not been nearly as stable and positive as China’s win-win, complementarity-based
PD framework would have predicted.
To date, Beijing seems largely undeterred by these challenges. For its part, and
despite the unanticipated nature of these changing relationships, China has forged
ahead with both policies and rhetoric encouraging deepened economic and political
ties with developing countries both near and far.40 In particular, the Chinese-led
AIIB and OBOR initiatives are designed to encourage and facilitate more Chinese
financing and investment, in particular for infrastructure and “connectivity”
development, with neighboring countries as well as regions further along the “New
Silk Road(s)” such as the Middle East, Africa, and, ultimately, Europe. Again, these
initiatives, in addition to Xi Jinping’s continuing emphasis on the creation of a
“community of common destiny” in East Asia, not only build on, but also further
extend, China’s PD policies and logic by emphasizing how enhanced economic
engagement with its neighbors and beyond will directly contribute to peace and
stability for China, its neighborhood, and the world.
Nonetheless, as China pushes its PD paradigm of development promotion into
overdrive, the possibility that some or all of the problems and challenges discussed
above will proliferate only grows. If China’s existing efforts at OFDI and resourcebased financing in high-risk countries and regions serves as any guide, new
initiatives targeting infrastructure finance and construction in neighboring
countries like Pakistan, Cambodia, or as far away as the Middle East, East Africa, and
South America will be challenging at best and prone to conflict at worst.
Nonetheless, as the opening quote from Xi Jinping attests, China’s leadership
increasingly and explicitly links “development” with “security.” Such logic is also
increasingly echoed by academics who claim that China’s PD policies not only will
continue to promote development around the world, but that even in particularly
crisis- or conflict-prone regions, China-facilitated development can in fact be a
solution to physical conflict and security crises.41 Thus, one of the most
underappreciated concerns about Xi Jinping’s doubling down on the country’s PD
paradigm is that unprecedented Chinese faith and confidence in the logic of win-win
outcomes, especially those derived from China’s development promotion policies,
will in fact lead to major expectation inflation or to accusations that failed policies
were the result of foreign influence.
Conclusion
Rather than introducing an altogether novel period of Chinese international
economic statecraft, China under President Xi Jinping has in fact doubled down on
the “development” part of its peaceful development doctrine and logic. This is
clearly not to imply that Xi’s interpretation or pursuit of peaceful development is or
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will be entirely the same as his predecessors,42 but the foundational PD win-win
logic and rhetoric remain firmly in place. What has changed amounts to a complex
and paradoxical response to the profound challenges facing China at both the
domestic and international levels, while at the same time China’s leaders seek to
project a confidence in their ability to be agents of development and stability at
home and abroad.
Domestically, China has embarked on a major new economic reform drive aimed at
fundamentally altering the economic growth model. Internationally, and especially
important for China’s ties to developing countries, the commodity boom of the early
2000s has come to a definitive end, emerging market growth has slowed or in some
cases reversed, and China’s own slowing economy and reform agenda have created
deep uncertainties for China and the world.43 Yet as China pushes forward with
headline-capturing development promotion initiatives like OBOR, AIIB, the New (or
BRICS) Bank, and others, more than ever is at stake for China and its relations with
developing countries near and far. Both the economic and political viability of
Chinese efforts to export “industrial capacity” through such initiatives will remain a
live topic for debate inside and outside of China.44
Especially as China seeks to apply some of the lessons from its decade-plus of
burgeoning relations with developing countries in Africa and Latin America to
neighbors in Southeast, Central, and South Asia, the difficulties, challenges, and
unexpected outcomes that are likely to emerge warrant careful attention. These
considerations should be of equal or greater interest and concern to policymakers,
academics, and businesspeople inside and outside of China than the power and
influence that might subsequently accrue to China. Indeed, even if such initiatives
proceed quickly and smoothly, how China would handle any increased leverage
remains an important question.45
For as many economic and other benefits as China and its new commercial partners
in Latin America and Africa have experienced in their last decade-plus of growing
trade and financial ties, and as much as remains to be done in terms of their mutual
development, there have also been serious and growing concerns about the fairness
and viability of these “South-South” ties. As China seeks to promote ever more
development-focused institutions and initiatives, in particular to finance and build
infrastructure and broaden connectivity in developing countries, the risks as well as
the possible rewards are potentially enormous.
Even though infrastructure has played a major (if often controversial) role in
China’s own domestic development, and even though the lack of enough quality
infrastructure remains a key concern for many developing countries, it is not clear
that China’s own infrastructure development history, ideas, or plans will work or
even be appropriate for other countries.46 Moreover, financing and investment of
such schemes requires a great deal of background knowledge and ability to
understand the needs and concerns of the countries and people where such projects
are to be developed. Most Chinese businesspeople, academics, and policymakers are
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still in the very early stages of developing the area-studies and political-risk
understanding and capacity that will be necessary to carry out such projects in
relatively stable countries and regions let alone in conflict-prone ones.47 In the end,
the proposed virtuous circle of development, stability, and security at the heart of
China’s expanding, developmentalist economic statecraft may not be so easily
squared.
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